Volcano meisters are teachers, guides and communicaters.
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I report the activities of volcano meisters throughout the year. We, volcano meisters guide people from the world. Some of them are interested in how to make citizen evacuate. Some of them want to know what kind of building they need to have in order to protect people from disasters. They are from South America, Europe, Asia, also from Japan. From Junior high school students to senior age. We walk the footpath with them to show destroyed roads, apartment, bridge, hospital, kindergarten. Especially we make efforts to suggest "Nature is not evil". In summer, we bring people to the lake tour. We feel very happy to find out new places full of wonder. Adventure always makes our heart beating. Volcano meisters visit schools. We talk in local gathering. We have a regular program in FM radio and newspaper. In summer, we support camping with children to feel emergency evacuating. In winter, snowshoe tour is very good to see volcanic landscape. We of corse speak about danger, but we always enjoy wonderful nature around Toya-Usu global geopark.